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New Game. New Rules.

1. Blurring physical and digital.
2. Hyper-personalization.
3. Brand as service provider.



52%
Of the Fortune 500 have gone bankrupt, been 

acquired, or ceased to exist since 2000 due to digital 
distruption. 

Source: EY



2017.



Time

Choice.

Price.

Today

The Age of Oversupply.



Remember back when the metaphor for media 
disruption was “the Me channel”?



In this market of oversupply, the user is her own 
head of product.







Source: EY





So, um, what does mean for 
marketers?



In your experience, how often do marketing clients / agencies have a 
role in development of the product roadmap or service experience?

Always. They wouldn’t think of planning without us.

Sometimes. We’ve done joint ideation and pilot projects.

Occasionally. We usually get briefed once plans are pretty baked.

Are you kidding? We’re lucky to hear anything before launch.



Hey, let’s start with a re-org!



Source: Hubspot





86%
Of CMOs believe they will own the end-to-end 

customer experience by 2020

Source: The Economist & Marketo





15
Number of customer databases in the 

average brand.

Source: Forrester & SAP



Consumer. Customer.

Marketing. Product.

3rd Party. 1st Party.

Acquisition. Revenue.

We own what data now?

Word

Data

Role

Goal



Consumer.Word

Data

Role

Customer.User.

Marketing. Product.Experience.

3rd Party. 1st Party.Engagement.

Goal Acquisition. Revenue.Ecosystem.

We own what data now?



We’re all data scientists now.



Here’s how a data scientist works.
Iterative cycles of experimentation.



Bain: Everyone, be a data scientist!
Step-by-step adaptation of the lifecycle.



HBR: We didn’t go to school for that.



That sounds really hard.
Yep. This subhead is in total agreement.



So, um, what does mean for 
agencies?



So, um, what does mean for 
agencies?



So, um, what does mean for 
agencies?







Watch these numbers.

$55B
AI Investment in 

2015

$3.3T
Brand equity of top 100 

global brands. Tech alone 
is $900B.





FML?



Watch these numbers.

$55B
AI Investment in 

2015

$3.3T
Brand equity of top 100 

global brands. Tech alone 
is $900B.



2017
Through next year, expect 

that…

60%
Of Big Data initiatives will 
fail to advance beyond pilot 

stage.

Gartner: This stuff is really hard.



This will make the desktop à mobile transition look so slow.

2
Years

99%
Of brands have to figure 

this shit out.



2020
Four years.

38B
Connected devices (IOT).

Alibaba: Smart Things > Smart People.



Remember: This was 10 years ago.



Many will get it So. 
Very. Wrong.



Get it right.



Antonio Sciuto
CMO, Nestle Waters 

NA

• Manage digital operations end-to-end by integrating 
digital, social media, and e-commerce into an e-business 
organization unit. This combines different teams with 
complementary roles and one common denominator: a 
relentless focus on the consumer journey.

• Accelerate a shift to digital media vs. traditional media in 
accordance with the opportunity of each brand’s 
consumer targets

• Adopt a “learning by doing” approach. Accelerate the 
speed to market and not worry too much about perfection, 
but, rather, place emphasis on speed.

Source: CMO.com
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